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ABSTRACT
It is common for users to enter information during Web
browsing. However, entering information using mobile de-
vices is often difficult due to the limitations of input faci-
lities on mobile devices. In this paper, we illustrate how a
well-designed ubiquitous computing environment could im-
prove the user input experience with the help of context from
other sources. Based on a case study, context-assisted form
filling, we demonstrate the feasibility of letting the compu-
ting environment contribute to a more positive mobile Web
experience.

INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous computing has become a hot topic since it was
proposed in 1990’s. In the ubiquitous environment certain
related information, which is called “context”, can be obtai-
ned from physically embedded or mobile sensors, deduced
from other relevant context, and finally used in applications
which can take advantage of this context.

Context is the relevant information that can affect a user’s
interaction behavior. In the mobile Web, context may inclu-
de device capabilities, environment lighting level, network
bandwidth, input styles, user preferences, interaction histo-
ry, etc. How the context may affect a user’s reaction is an
interesting issue to study.

There is evidence that form filling is a popular Web activi-
ty. Many users fill out forms to check weather reports, stock
prices, movie schedules, etc. The information requested is
normally entered manually. However, form filling is quite
difficult using a mobile device since instead of the keyboard
and mouse, the device may support only a stylus and a key-
pad. Such limitations, in addition to other shortcomings such
as small screen size, low bandwidth, and limited power, lead
to poor mobile Web browsing experience. We believe that
a well-designed ubiquitous computing environment can nar-
row the gap in Web browsing experience by using context as
default input for applications automatically.
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In this paper, we use the zip code form filling as a case stu-
dy to illustrate the usefulness of context in mobile Web. We
implement a context-assisted proxy server, which automati-
cally fills in the zip code part of a form for users. The proxy
server examines the webpage requested from the mobile de-
vice, analyzes the input text which requires a zip code, and
changes theINPUT to SELECTwith OPTIONfilled in by con-
text from the middleware which maintains the users’ profi-
les, including locations and their visit histories. Preliminary
results show that the context-assisted form filling approach is
a good help when users browse the Web using mobile devi-
ces. This investigation demonstrates that context can indeed
be used to reduce user’s input effort.

A POPULAR ACTIVITY–USER INPUT
User input is very important during Web browsing. Users
often need to enter the URI they are interested in to visit a
particular webpage, fill out a form to check interested infor-
mation, and write paragraphs to give comments or make blog
entries. Form filling, as one type of user input, is quite popu-
lar in current webpages. A survey of the top 100 webpages
from ALEXA .COM [1] reveals that 70% of these webpages
contain forms such as search, email login, zip code, stock
number, etc.

Personal data, which is part of user context, is one kind of
information that many websites request, including users’ in-
terests, ages, and even their personal astrological signs,be-
fore providing some personalized service. For example, e-
commerce is very popular nowadays and more and more cu-
stomers go to websites to buy items. To make the purchase
process more efficient, e-commerce sites normally use the
user’s interest as reference and keep track of his past purcha-
ses. One typical user context, location information, which
can be obtained from a GPS receiver easily, is also desired
by some websites. Ten of the top 100 websites provide wea-
ther information, schedules of nearby movie theaters, and
the locations of restaurants based on zip code or city name.

The inclusion ofWWW.WEATHER.COM andWWW.MAPQU
EST.COM in the top 100 websites confirms that many users
are indeed engaged in form-filling activities, since in the-
se two websites users would get no information unless they
complete the forms.

However, user input using mobile devices is often difficult.
In order to provide high mobility, mobile devices are often
small and have to use a keypad, soft keyboard, or stylus
to substitute for the keyboard and mouse. The difficulty of
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using such limited input facilities becomes one of the barri-
ers for mobile Web applications.

CONTEXT IS HELPFUL
Based on the classification in [2], context can be categorized
into physical context, user context, and computing context.
We believe all of them are helpful for improving the user
input process. The context used in Table 1 is just the user’s
location and profile, which may be stored either in the mo-
bile device or on the server.

Website type Form items Category
Search Engine Keywords N/A
News Keyword, zip code, Physical,

email, preference user
Shopping Address, state, Physical,

full name, e-mail, telephone, User
bank account, preference

Organization Keywords and e-mail User
Blog Login name and password, User

keywords
Tourism Date, address, zip code, Physical,

city, preference user
Education Keyword N/A

Table 1. Items Requested by Different Website Catego-
ries

From Table 1 we can see that most of the form items re-
quested by webpages can be filled in by context, which is
not difficult to obtain. With the help of user context, the in-
formation could be easily filled in by the system, instead of
through manual input. This observation motivates us to in-
vestigate the issues that may further the development of the
ubiquitous Web.

ARCHITECTURE
Context, which can be stored in a middleware, could be sha-
red by different applications, including user input for theubi-
quitous Web. Letting the Web server directly communicate
with a middleware may not be practical since it is expensi-
ve to modify each Web server in order to give every website
context support. Moreover, giving websites too much perso-
nal information may cause privacy concerns.
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Figure 1. Proxy Enhanced Web Browsing

We believe a proxy-enhanced Web server is an appropriate
solution. From Figure 1 we can see that all the webpage re-

quests are handled by a proxy server, which serves as a per-
sonalizing tool which takes advantage of the context from
the middleware server and original webpages form the Web
server. In this solution, the Web server does not need to be
modified and the only configuration needed is proxy server
selection in mobile devices.

CASE STUDY–CONTEXT-ASSISTED FORM FILLING
In our survey of the top 100 websites, we find that zip co-
de filling is a popular activity. Therefore our context-assisted
form filling system uses the zip code filling as a start. Moreo-
ver, in another survey about user context acceptance which
was conducted in July 2005, we find that users are willing
to provide their personal information in order to get context-
assisted services. In order to understand how context works
and the difficulty of implementing such systems, we imple-
ment a prototype system called “Context-Assisted Form Fil-
ling” which helps users automatically enter their zip code
when they browse those webpages that request zip codes. We
use a similar architecture as it is shown in Figure 1. The “mo-
bile device suggestion” module at the proxy server consists
of four components: request processing, preprocessing, ad-
aptation, and page reconstruction, as shown in Figure 2. The
system requests zip code information from a context midd-
leware, changes elementINPUT into elementSELECTof the
webpages transferred from original Web server, and returns
the customized webpages back to users. By changing the in-
teraction behavior fromINPUT to SELECT, the input effort of
users is reduced.
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Figure 2. Mobile Device Suggestion Module

To obtain a larger number of webpages for our experiment,
we used “ENTER ZIP CODE” as keyword in Google search
in order to obtain a list of webpages which require zip code.
We filtered out the dead links and incorrect query results, and
took the first 18 webpages that requested users to input zip
codes. Considering the popularity of the enter zip code pa-
ges, we also included the seven webpages which were in the
top 100 webpages in our test sample. We got 34 forms in 25
different webpages. Our result is that 30 of those 34 forms
were successfully modified using our context-assisted form-
filling proxy server. One failure was caused by code written
in a scripting language. A closer examination showed that
the names of the text boxes in the other three forms that
actually requested the zip code input were not meaningful
(i.e., not related to zip code). Since we used the assumption
that the webpage designers always gave meaningful names
or values to the elements in forms, these three modification
failures were not unexpected.
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Automatical form filling is not limited to zip code filling.
Some websites require users to enter their interested stock
numbers. The proxy server could find the stock number the
user is interested from the past search history. In this case,
it is quite similar to zip code filling. With the help of a digi-
tal map, the proxy server can also convert the longitude and
latitude information from GPS into a real address and fill in
the form for users automatically.

DISCUSSIONS
Although we have demonstrated the feasibility of using con-
text to improve the user’s mobile Web browsing experience,
there remain many challenges to widely deploy the solution.
Some of the challenges need to be addressed first:

Meaningful label for HTML tags
Based on our experimental result of the context-assisted
form filling system, we find that to give a meaningful na-
me for an element is very important. If the website devel-
oper marks theINPUT name with a string containing “ZIP”
or “LOCATION” the system successfully makes the modifi-
cation. However, some website developers just use a simple
string (e.g., “Q”) to illustrate what the element is used for.
This caused our prototype to fail. Although checking the text
near the input element may help understanding the elements,
the diversity of design approaches to produce a particular ap-
pearance makes accurate analysis difficult.

A best practice guide for website developers to name their
elements based on the function is very useful in this case.
Since our form filling system is only an example of using
context, it is very helpful in general if website developers
follow the best practice in making their intentions known.

Context request format
We expect there will be a diverse collection of context midd-
leware to assist mobile Web browsing. It is important to spe-
cify a standard context request format. Otherwise the proxy
servers and context servers would not know how communi-
cate with each other.

Context itself also needs standardization. The W3C Mobi-
le Web Initiative (MWI) [6] has published many working
notes [4] and specifications [3] on how to describe a devi-
ce, such as CCPP. The ubiquitous Web does not only “make
Web access from a mobile device as simple, easy and con-
venient as Web access from a desktop device” [5], but also
provides personalized services. Computing context is only
one kind of context; additional specifications need to be pro-
posed to describe user context and other physical context.

CONCLUSIONS
Ubiquitous computing enables the Web to extend personali-
zed services based on context information provided by the
sensors and user preferences. The ubiquitous Web is very at-
tractive to users especially when they browse the Web via
mobile devices despite device limitations. User input, which
is a popular Web activities and currently difficult for mobile
devices, can be helped by using context form middleware.
However, there remain a lot of research issues to be solved

before wide deployment. Context format standardization and
new Web best practice guidelines are not only helpful, but
also essential.
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